Pronto! 18 V4 is the fourth generation of the braille organizer that defines high quality in a compact design that is easy to use. Like other BAUM braille products, Pronto! 18 V4 features a braille display of exceptional quality, a very quiet and comfortable braille keyboard, and a design that feels good. Pronto V4 features speech output and a suite of applications that help make it easier to get things done. Pronto! 18 V4 is an invaluable tool for use at school, at work, or at home.

- High quality mobile mini-computer with an 8-dot braille keyboard and 18-cell braille display with integrated cursor routing
- WLAN with WPA2, SDHC card slot
- Connect simultaneously to all your devices with 1 USB and 4 Bluetooth connections
- Natural-sounding speech output
- Intuitive design that is easy to use

Visit us at http://pronto.baum.de
Pronto! 18 V4 is almost like your best friend

Meet interesting people and exchange addresses. Record an impromptu thought on the voice recorder. Read a good book during your travels. Pronto! 18 V4 will be your helpful companion in many situations.

It’s not only one of the smallest and lightest organizers with braille and speech output, but it’s also easy to operate: four function keys and a navistick (a mini-joystick) help you perform the most important tasks. High-quality braille cells allow comfortable reading. Inputting braille is also easy and silent which is important in situations such as in lecture halls and libraries, at conferences, or during meetings.

Pronto! 18 V4 features BAUM’s legendary simultaneous device connectivity. Thanks to a USB and four Bluetooth connections, you can connect Pronto! to all of your devices, and remain connected to them. A command on Pronto! lets you switch from one device to the next, and back again. This means it is possible to switch quickly from your notebook to your smartphone to rapidly type an SMS, and then switch back to your computer to resume your work.

The internal memory of 32 GB Flash is expanded by a SDHC-card of 4 GB included in the package. Also included is a quality carrying case which can be hung over the shoulder or attached to your belt. Pronto! 18 V4 can be used in its carrying case so you don’t need an “extra hand” to hold it. The built-in long-life Lithium-ion battery only requires recharging after 20 hours or more of use. More than that, Pronto’s magnesium die-cast surface gives it an exclusive and elegant appearance.
Reliability-proven: Pronto-software with many functions:

- Write texts and edit documents with the text-editing program; even doc and docx format.
- Surf via WLAN, read your emails, send and receive email attachments.
- Make appointments, record addresses, and take notes.
- Remember birthdays, anniversaries and recurring dates.
- Set time-checks, dates and operate your alarm-clock, stopwatch or timer.
- Manage your files and ZIP archives
- Use Pronto!’s comfortable braille keyboard for any operations on your smartphone, e.g. iPhone.
- Excel viewer for a quick look into sheets
- Listen to music, subscribed podcasts or recorded notes on the built-in MP3-player.
- Read DAISY books while you are on the move.
- Listen to Internet radio stations from all over the world (stream) and bookmark your favorites
- Pocket calculator (standard and scientific)
- Compass and barometer (altitude and air pressure).
- Reading and writing braille grade II – as well as converting into braille grade I.
- Natural sounding speech synthesizers Nuance Vocalizer; English speech already installed: Daniel, Serena (UK) or Tom, Samantha and Jill (US). Additional languages and voices are available optionally upon request.

From the very beginning we have taken great care to develop the easiest and most reliable ways to operate the Pronto! functions. The result of our efforts is truly stable and comprehensive software. There are function keys for the user to define as shortcuts as well as a keyboard. As we upgrade the software to incorporate new developments, it will continue to meet the latest standards.

Visit us at http://pronto.baum.de
Pronto! 18 V4

The electronic organizer with braille and speech output

Technical specifications:

Key features:
- Keyboard for inputting 8-dot braille
- 18-cell braille display with integrated cursor routing
- 1 built-in mono loudspeaker
- 1 built-in microphone

Operation:
- Navistick for easy and comfortable operation
- 4 function keys to quick-launch applications

Speech output:
- Output with very clear intonation
- Choice of language versions
- Two voices for reading texts (English and language of your country (where applicable)

Interface:
- WLAN with WPA2 – IEEE 802.11g
- 4 Bluetooth channels for simultaneous connections
- USB-Master Type A
- Mini-USB (Slave) Type-Mini-B
- Connect to an external microphone (mono) and headphones (stereo, 3.5 mm)
- SDHC-Slot (according to SD 2.0 specification)

Memory:
- 256 MB RAM and 32 GB Flash
- Included is a 4 GB SDHC-card

Battery:
- Built-in Lithium-ion battery
- Power adapter included 100 - 240 V 50 - 60 Hz
- Operating time up to 20 hrs.

Size and weight:
- 17.4 × 9.2 × 3.2 cm (appr. 6.8 in. × 3.6 in. × 1.25 in.)
- 450 g (appr. 1 lb)
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